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Hockey5s is an official short-form version of Hockey. It is played by 
five players per side rather than 11 players and is designed as a 
complementary format of the game. 

Hockey5s condenses the best of hockey into an action-packed, 
skilful and fun game. Each game is high scoring, full of individual 
moments of magic and high speed passing and running. 
 
Hockey5s purpose is to help ‘raise the status and popularity of 
hockey’. It has been designed with the following objectives: 

• To rejuvenate and reposition hockey by introducing it to a new 
audience 

• To win the hearts & minds of young fans 
• To increase worldwide participation  

The vision for Hockey5s is a ‘singular discipline of international 
understanding’. This means Hockey5s not only has a youth and 
development focus but will be played at all levels from beginners to 
elite international players.  
 
Hockey5s widens hockey’s reach by reducing the costs of facilities 
and matches sports trends towards smaller teams and more 
urbanised experiences. 
 
From beginners to international stars, from established Olympic 
winners to new countries, Hockey5s will bring the hockey world 
closer together.  
 
The game is typically played on dedicated Hockey5s courts, on multi-
use games areas or using portable rebound boards on existing sports 
fields.   
 
Court size 
 
The key principal to designing a Hockey5s court is flexibility. The 
game can be played on any suitably sized area and on a variety of 
different playing surfaces. The recommended court layout is shown 
in at the rear of these guidance notes. This shows the layout adopted 

 (Photo: Pacific Games, Port Moresby) 
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by the FIH for its Hockey5s competitions. Recreational and 
community Hockey5s can be played on smaller or larger courts. 
Ideally these will be rectangular and have a length to width ratio of 
approximately 1:0.7. Current experience shows the minimum 
acceptable court size for five players is around 40m by 28m. Smaller 
courts can be used if the number of players is reduced. 
 
The court is divided into two halves by a solid centre line. Each half 
is further divided by a dashed quarter lines. The lines should be 
75mm wide and preferably be coloured white or yellow. A circular 
penalty spot should be marked 6.4m from the mid-point between the 
goal posts and equidistant from them. 
 
Playing surface  
 
Hockey5s can be played on a range of sports surfaces. These should 
provide a durable, smooth, safe and consistent playing surface 
suitable for small-ball games.  Ideally the surface should be a 
specialist hockey turf. The FIH currently recognises three categories 
of Hockey Turf.   

 
Water based or wet surfaces are 
manufactured with a very dense, 
short pile. They provide a fast and 
very consistent playing surface 
which elite players prefer. It is, 
however, essential from a safety, 

comfort and playability points of view that this type of surface remains 

wet during play. It also ensures that wear on the turf carpet is 
minimised and the full life expectancy of the Hockey Turf realised. 
 

Sand dressed (or sand obscured) 
surfaces are slightly less dense 
than wet surfaces. This is because 
the carpet pile is partly supported 
or stabilised by the addition of a 
sand infill.  This is typically applied 
to between 50% and 75% of the 

pile height.  For optimum performance, this type of surface should be 
watered, but this is not absolutely necessary, particularly in wetter 
climates.  This type of surface is probably most suited for dedicated 
Hockey5s club and community courts.  
 

Multi-sport surfaces are carpets 
with longer and more open piles 
than sand dressed or water based 
surfaces. Depending on the 
intended use, the surfaces can 
either be fully infilled with sand 
(better for hockey) or partly infilled 
with sand and rubber (more suited 
to football). Due to their multi-sport 

design these surfaces are possibly best suited for high-use 
community courts in urban environments.   
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High level FIH competitions are currently played on wet non-filled 
hockey turf surfaces or on sand dressed hockey turf surfaces that 
may be used under dry or wet conditions 
 
Other surfaces that can be used for Hockey5s include needle-punch 
textile surfaces, interlocking plastic tiles, acrylic surfaces, polymeric 
surfaces, asphalt and concrete. 
 
FIH Quality Programme for Hockey Turf 
 
A new Hockey5s court is a major investment and it is therefore 
important that it meets the expectations of players, communities and 
clubs. To help ensure good quality courts (and 11 a-side fields are 
built) for all levels of play the FIH has developed an internationally 
recognised quality-assurance programme - the FIH Quality 
Programme for Hockey Turf. The programme provides consistent 
and dependable industry standards and ensures the appropriate 
quality of performance for the intended level of play - whether it is 
community development, international competition, or anything in 
between. It protects the investment made by facility owners by 
ensuring a court meets the expectations of those who will be using it. 
Full details are available at www.fih.ch/hockeyturf.   
 
Rebound boards 
 
The playing area is defined by resilient rebound boards. The boards 
form an important part of the court as they are designed to keep the 
ball in play.  On higher level competition courts, the boards are placed 

on the court and perimeter margins (3m at both ends, and 2m on both 
sides) lie outside them. On community and multi-sport courts the 
boards often form part of the perimeter fencing.   
 
On dedicated Hockey5s courts the boards should be 250mm high. 
They may be free standing or preferably be socketed to prevent 
movement. 
 
For community and multi-sport courts the boards may be timber kick 
boards or small aperture twin bar metal mesh panels, mounted to the 
perimeter fence posts.  It is important that the boards allow the ball 
to bounce back into play and advice should be taken from specialist 
fencing suppliers. 
 
Court fencing 
 
Due to the high speed of the game it is important that a Hockey5s 
court is contained within a fenced enclosure to ensure balls are 
contained and do not cause injury or damage to spectators or the 
surrounding infrastructure.  The height and type of fencing will vary 
court to court depending on the likely risks.  Typically, the fencing 
behind the goals will be at least 3m high (and often more).  Some 
courts have lower side fencing to aid viewing, others keep the same 
height on all four sides. The fencing may either be metal mesh or ball 
catch netting.  Whichever is used it needs to be sufficiently strong to 
withstand the repeated impact of hockey balls travelling at speed.   
 
 

http://www.fih.ch/
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Recommended court design criteria 

Recommended court size 
Length Width 

48.0m 31.76m 

Run-offs (if applicable) 3m at either end 2m on either side 

Recommended playing surface  FIH Approved Hockey Turf (see www.fih.ch/hockeyturf for details) 

Other types of playing surface 
Smooth, durable sports surface with suitable levels of foot grip for the conditions in which it will be used.  
Surface options include needle-punch textile surfaces, interlocking plastic tiles, acrylic surfaces, polymeric 
surfaces, asphalt and concrete 

Recommended playing 
characteristics  Hockey Turf surfaces  As detailed in the FIH Handbook of Performance, Durability and 

Construction Requirements for Synthetic Turf Hockey Pitches 

Recommended court profile 

 Longitudinal profile Lateral profile 

High level competition courts 0.2% 0.4% 

Community & club courts 1.0% 1.0% 

Surface evenness Maximum undulation under  
a straightedge 

3m straightedge 300mm straightedge 

6mm 3mm 
Surface permeability (if 
applicable) ≥150 mm/h when measured in accordance with EN 12616 

 

http://www.fih.ch/
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Fencing 

Perimeter fencing should be adequately strong to withstand the repeated impact of hockey balls.  If the 
fence also forms the boundaries of the court, recesses for the hockey goals should be included.   
  
Gates to the court should be wide enough to allow access for sports wheelchairs and maintenance 
equipment. 

Goals Hockey goals as described in the Rules of Hockey and conforming to European Standard EN 750. 

Sports Lighting (non-televised)  

As detailed in the FIH Guide to the Lighting of Artificial Hockey Pitches. 

Eh main Lux 
Horizontal 

Gr Rating Ra Min TK* 
U1 U2 

International & national 
competition > 500 >0.5 >0.7 <50 >65 4000 

Club level competition > 350 >0.5 >0.7 <50 >65 4000 

Community & training use > 200 >0.4 >0.6 <55.0 >65 4000 
  
U1 = Minimum/maximum illuminance. U2 = Minimum/average illuminance. Gr Rating = Glare rating. Ra Min = Colour rendering.  TK = Colour temperature - the same values 
should be used for all the lamps at around a court  

 

 
 
Illustrations by Polytan and Notts Sport Ltd 
 
Version 01 April 2016 
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Competition style Hockey5s court with stand-alone rebound 
boards 
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Community Hockey5s court with rebound 
boards incorporated into fencing 
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Multi-sport Hockey5s court  

http://www.fih.ch/


 

 

 


